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SHES Math Curriculum Map ~ 4th Grade

CC.2.1.4.B.2a Use place value understanding and properties of
operations to add and subtract multi-digit numbers.

4.NBT.4, 4.NBT.5, 4.IS]BT.6 cc.2.1.4.B.2b Use place value understanding and
properties of operations to multiply and divide multi-digit
numbers.

CC.2.1.4.B.2c Understand and apply knowledge of order of operations.
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Explanation: Use operations to solve problems.

Examples:

Students build on their understanding of addition and subtraction, their use of place value and their
flexibility with multiple strategies to make sense of the standard algorithm. They continue to use place value in
describing and justifying the processes they use to add and subtract. This standard refers to fluency, which means
accuracy and efficiency (using a reasonable amount of steps and time), and flexibility (using a variety strategies
such as the distributive property, decomposing and recomposing numbers, etc.). This is the first grade level in
which students are expected to be proficient at using the standard algorithm to add and subtract. However, other
previously learned strategies are still appropriate for students to use. When students begin using the standard
algorithm their explanation may be quite lengthy. After much practice with using place value to justify their
steps, they will develop fluency with the algorithm. Students should be able to explain why the algorithm works.

Students should know that it is mathematically possible to subtract a larger number from a smaller number but
that their work with whole numbers does not allow this as the difference would result in a negative number.

Students who develop flexibility in breaking numbers apart (decomposing numbers) have a better
understanding of the importance of place value and the distributive property in multi-digit multiplication. Students
use base ten blocks, area models, partitioning, compensation strategies, etc. when multiplying whole numbers and
use words and diagrams to explain their thinking. They use the terms factor and product when communicating their
reasoning. Multiple strategies enable students to develop fluency with multiplication and transfer that
understanding to division. Use of the standard algorithm for multiplication and understanding why it works, is an
expectation in the 5th grade. This standard calls for students to multiply numbers using a variety of strategies.

A 4th grade teacher bought 4 new pencil boxes. She has 260 pencils. She wants to put the pencils
in the boxes so that each box has the same number of pencils. How many pencils will there be in each box?
-Using Base 10 Blocks: Students build 260 with base 10 blocks and distribute them into 4 equal groups.
Some students may need to trade the 2 hundreds for tens but others may easily recognize that 200
divided by 4 is 50.
-Using Place Value: 260 - 4 = [200 - 4J + (60 - 4)
-Using Multiplication: 4x50= 200,4x10=40,4x5 = 20;50 + 10 + 5 = 65; so 260 - 4= 65

1. Students may confuse when to 'carry' and when to 'borrow'.
2. Students often do not notice the need of borrowing and just take the smaller digit from

the larger one.
3. Students having difficulty with lining up similar place values in numbers as they are

adding and subtracting.
4. Students are having a difficult time with a standard addition or subtraction algorithm.
5. Students have difficulty devising a number model to solve a given word problem task.
6. Students are not able to distinguish whether a word problem involves multiplicative

comparison or additive comparison.
7. Students have difficulty estimating and/or determining if the answer is reasonable.



Addition with Greater Numbers
Subtraction with Greater Numbers
Multiplication with Tens and Hundreds
Multiply by One-Digit Numbers
Multiplication with Two-Digit Numbers
Multiplication with Thousands
Dividing Whole Numbers

How can place value properties aid computation?
What are different models for addition and
subtraction?
What are different models for multiplication and
division?
What questions can be answered using addition and
subtraction?
What questions can be answered using
multiplication and division?
How do the four operations relate to one another?
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M04.A-T.2.1.1
Add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers (limit sums
and subtrahends up to and including 1,000,000).

M04.A-T.2 Use place-value
understanding and properties

of operations to perform
multi-digit arithmetic.

M04.A-T.2.1.2
Multiply a whole number of up to four digits by a one-
digit whole number and multiply 2 two-digit numbers.

M04.A-T.2.1.3
Divide up to four-digit dividends by one-digit divisors
with answers written as whole-number quotients and
remainders.

M04.A-T.2.1.4

Estimate the answer to addition, subtraction, and
multiplication problems using whole numbers through
six digits (for multiplication, no more than 2 digits x 1
digit, excluding powers of 10).

Concepts
{what students need to knowl

""SkiUs.,.: €• .!:':.,;'^:'
(whatstudentsmystbeabletodo')

Place value

Properties of operations
Multi-digit arithmetic

Solve multi-digit arithmetic problems

Can Statements ', ' v"l^ ";^-'*!.'V.V

I can add, subtract, multiply and divide multidigit numbers.
I can use words, pictures and numbers to describe patterns and relationships in addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division.
I can make a table using addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division to solve problems.
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Name:

Common Core Math Practice Sheets:

'I can add and subtract multi-diqit numbers and justify my answer.//

Domain: Number and Operations in Base 10

Cluster: use place value understanding and properties of operations to perform
multi-digit arithmetic.

Standard: Fluently add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers using the
standard algorithm.

Addition example:
1 1

345

+276
621

Explanation'-

.. Five ones plus six ones is 11 ones.

2. I can think of 11 ones as one 10 and one 1, so I put a 1 in the one's place in the
answer and put a little 1 in the ten's place at the top.

3. One ten plus 4 tens plus 7 tens is 12 tens.
4. I can think of 12 tens as 2 tens and one group of 10 tens (which is one

hundred), so I put a 2 in the ten's place in the answer and put a little 1 in the
hundred's place at the top.

5. One hundred plus 3 hundreds plus 2 hundreds is 6 hundreds.



Subtraction example'.
1

841

^-5-3

-687
266

Explanation'.

1. There are not enough ones to take 7 ones from 3 ones, so I will use one group
of ten as 10 ones. Now I have 4 tens and 13 ones.

2. 13 ones minus 7 ones is 6 ones.

3. There are not enough tens to take 8 tens from 4 tens, so I will use one group
of one hundred as 10 tens. Now I have 8 hundreds and 14 tens.

4. 14 tens minus 8 tens is 6 tens.

5. 8 hundreds minus 6 hundreds is 2 hundreds.

Now it's your turn.

• For each problem, show all your work.

• Cross off numbers when needed.

Write in small numbers when needed.

• Write a complete explonation. *

* Note: You may use more or less than five steps in each explanation.



Addition Problem ^1:

+

278

643

Explanation:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

By K.L. Pickett—visit her website at:

www.klpickett.weebly.com to read a free short story and do a free fun activity!



Addition Problem ^2:

Explanation:

1.

2.

564

+475

3.

4.

5.

By K.L Pi'ckett—visit her website at:

www.klpickett.weebly.com to read a free short story and do a free fun octivity!



Addition Problem #3:

Explanation:

1..

2.

3.

4136

+1374

4.

5.

By K.L. Pickett-visit her website at:

www.klpickett.weebly.com to read a free short story and do a free fun activity!



Addition Problem ff4:

Explanation:

1.

2.

3.

1234

+3956

4.

5.

By K.L. Pickett—visit her website at:

www.klpickett.weebly.com to read a free short story and do a free fun activity!



Addition Problem #5:

Explanation:

1.

2.

6534

+1487

3.

4.

5.

By K.L. Pickett—visit her website at:

www.klpickett.weebly.com to read a free short story and do a free fun activity!



Subtraction Problem #1:

Explanation:

1..

2.

3.

683

-284

4.

5.

By K.L Pickett—visit her website at:

www.klpickett.weebly.com to read a free short story and do a free fun activity!



Subtraction Problem ^2:

Explanation:

1.

2.

427

-259

3.

4.

5.

By K.L. Pickett-visit her website at:

www.klpickett.weebly.com to read Q free short story and do a free fun activity!



Subtraction Problem #3:

Explanation:

1.

2.

8192

-4628

3.

4.

5.

By K.L Pickett—visit her website at:

www.klpickett.weebly.com to read a free short story and do a free fun activity!



Subtraction Problem ^4:

Explanation:

1.

2.

3.

8350

-6921

4.

5.

By K.L. Pickett—visit her website at:

www.klpickett.weebly.com to read a free short story and do a free fun activity!



Subtraction Problem #5:

Explanation:

1..

2.

4036

-1907

3.

4.

5.

By K.L. Pickett—visit her website at:

www.klpickett.weebly.com to read a free short story and do a free fun activity!



NYS/COMMONCOREMATHEMATICSCURRICUIUM Lesson 11 Problem Set

Name

1. Solve the addition problems below using the standard algorithm.

a. 6, 3 1 1

+ 26 8

b. 6, 3 1 1

+ 1, 2 6 8

Date.

c. 6, 3 1 4

+ 1, 2 6 8

d. 6, 3 1 4

+ 2, 4 93

e. 8, 3 1 4

+ 2. 49 3

f. 12, 3 7 8

+ 5, 4 6 3

g. 5 2, 09 8

+ 6. 0 4 8

h. 3 4, 69 8

+7 1. 8 40

j. 544, 8 1 1

+ 3 5 6.4 45

j. 527 + 275 + 752 k. 38,193 + 6,376 + 241,457

EUREKA
MATH'

lesson 11: Use place value understanding to fluently add multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard addition algorithm, and apply the
algorithm to solve word problems using tape diagrams. engageny

This work Is derived from Eureka Math '• and ncensed by Great Minds. C2015-Great Minds, eureka nuth.org
This file derived from G4-M1-TE-1.3.0-06.2015

168

This work is licensed under a
I Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommerdal-ShareAlike 3.0 Unoorted Ucense.



NYS COMMON CORE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM Lesson l.l.ProblemSie^

Draw a tape diagram to represent each problem. Use numbers to solve, and write your answer as a
statement.

2. In September, Liberty Elementary School collected 32,537 cans for a fundraiser. In October, they
collected 207,492 cans. How many cans were collected during September and October?

3. A baseball stadium sold some burgers. 2,806 were cheeseburgers. 1,679 burgers didn't have cheese.
How many burgers did they sell in all?

4. On Saturday night, 23,748 people attended the concert. On Sunday, 7,570 more people attended the
concert than on Saturday. How many people attended the concert on Sunday?

EUREKA
MAfff

Lesson 11; Use place value understanding to fluently add multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard addition algorithm, and apply the
algorithm to solve word problems using tape diagrams. engage'ny 169

This work Is derived from Eureka Math "and licensed by Great Minds. 02015 -Gveat Minds, eureka math.org
This Hie derived from G4-M1-TE-1.3.0W.2015

This work Is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attrlbution-NonCommerdal.ShareAlike 3.0 Dnported Ucense.



NYSC6lVIMON CORE MATHEMATICS CURRICU1.UM Lesson 11 Exit Ticket |y

Name Date

1. Solve the addition problems below using the standard algorithm.

a. 2 3, 60 7
+ 2,307

b. 3,948
+ 278

c. 5,983 + 2,097

2. The office supply closet had 25,473 large paper clips, 13,648 medium paper clips, and 15,306 small paper
clips. How many paper clips were in the closet?

EUREKA
MATHT

Lesson 11: Use place value understanding to fluently add multi-dlgit whole
numbers using the standard addition algorithm, and apply the
algorithm to solve word problems using tape diagrams. engageny 170

This work Is derived from Eureka Math '" and licensed by Great Minds. 02015-GreatMlnds. eureka math.org
This flte derived from G4-M1-TE-1.3.0-06.2015



NYSCQMMON CORE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM Lesson 11 Homework

Name Date

1. Solve the addition problems below using the standard algorithm.

a. 7,909

+ 1,044

b. 27,909

+ 9,740

c. 827,909

+ 4 2,989_

d. 289,205

+ 11.845

e. 547,982

+ 114,849

f. 258,983

+ 121.897

g. 83,906

+ 35.808

h. 289,999

+ 91.849

i. 754,900

+ 245,100

EUREKA
MATH"

Lesson 11: Use place value understanding to fluently add multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard addition algorithm, and apply the
algorithm to solve word problems using tape diagrams. engageny

This work Is derived from Eureka MathT" and licensed by Great Minds. ©2015 -Great Minds, eureka math.orgms work Is denved tram
This work Is licensed under a

171

|llcc/J!>flll'&-'Tf| creative Commons Attribution-NonCommerclal-ShireAllke 3.0 Unported License,



NYS CQMMON CORE MATHEIVtATIC^, CURRICULUM ' Lesson II Homework

Draw a tape diagram to represent each problem. Use numbers to solve, and write your answer as a
statement.

2. At the zoo, Brooke learned that one of the rhinos weighs 4,897 pounds, one of the giraffes weighs 2,667
pounds, one of the African elephants weighs 12,456 pounds, and one of the Komodo dragons weighs
123 pounds.

a. What is the combined weight of the zoo's African elephant and the giraffe?

b. What is the combined weight of the zoo's African elephant and the rhino?

c. What is the combined weight of the zoo's African elephant, the rhino, and the giraffe?

d. What is the combined weight of the zoo's Komodo dragon and the rhino?

EUREKA
MATH'

Lesson 11: Use place value understanding to fluently add multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard addition algorithm, and apply the
algorithm to solve word problems using tape diagrams. engageny 172

This work Is derived from Eureka Math " and licensed by Great Minds. 02015-Great Minds, eureka math.org
This file derived from G4-M1-TE-1.3.0-06.2015 This work is licensed under a

Creath/e Commons Attribution-NonCcimmerdal-ShareAllte 3.0 Unparted License.



NYS COMMON CORE MATHEMATICS GURRICULUM Lesson 11 Template

millions
hundred

thousands

ten
thousands

thousands hundreds tens ones

millions place value chart

EUIIEKA
MAtlHT

Lesson 11: Use place value understanding to fluently add multi-digit whole
numbers using the standard addition algorithm, and apply the ,
algorithm to solve word problems using tape diagrams. engageny 173

This work Is derived from Eureka Math ~ and Bcensed by Great Minds. 02015 <reat Minds. eureka math.org
This file derhed from G4-M1-TE-1.3.0-OG.2015

This work Is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommerdal-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License,



Multi-Digit Addition and Subtraction Using the Standard Algorithm Mini-Assessment

Name:

1.

Date:

7,816

+ 5.436

2. 987,654

-765.213

3. What is the sum of 531,42 1

and 468,579?

4. Subtract 2,999 from 5,096.

5. 3,020

387

6. Compute: 43,274 + 51,568 - 3,260.

4
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT PARTNERS | ACHIEVETHECORE.ORG



1.

+

4.NBT.B.4 Fluency Mini-Assessment: Multi-Digit Addition and Subtraction
Using the Standard Algorithm Answer Key

Note for strategies:

The standards expect
students to do all of

these problems with
the standard

algorithm; however, in

765,213
% ^
7,8^6
5,436
13,d5"ol

)&,^^.

2.

3.31^4^

^3.^^^'

specific cases (#4) a
student may use a
computation strategy
to mentally subtract
3,000 and then add 1
to the answer.

3.
What is the sum of 531,421 and

468-5W 5^14^
+ l1.(,S5^^

-t-t-++

\p 00,000

4.
Subtract,2,999,from 5,096.

^<tte.
^o^fa
+

5.
c\ \\

5_ +6'+i°
^020

687
3,5S5

^535

6.
Compute: 43,274 + 51,568 - 3,260.

+ 51 5fc%
7H

1,4-y+^
39>fc0

^\,5%3.

^szo

)

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT PARTNERS | ACHIEVETHECORE.OFiG
5



Name

^Sh;

i1

Date

i

I

I

i'i

-digit multjplication : Box Method

Work out the answers to these multiplication questions using the box method.

19x 3 = 57

3

19 x 5 =

17 x 9 =

10 9

30 27
30

+ 27

57

22 x 8 =

I
'i

•;

..i

•;

s

I!

i'i
j
I
!l

'i
;.

rf
^

25 x 4 18 x 7 ==

I

'K

i

I

?
ji

i,'.

a

It

s

i;

j
ii

29 x 3 = 15 x 6 = ;t
:<

;!
T3

li
li
II



Name

^H^.

Date

-digit multiplication : box Method

^§| Work out the answers to these multiplication questions using the box method.

i; 27 x 18 = 486 18 x 17 =

I
s

10

8

20

200

160

7

70

56

200

70

160

+ 56

486

:1

,:

i;

'1

I

.;

!*

-i<

21 x 19 = 29 x 15 =

r

.i
28 x 24 = 17 x 12 =

s

!i

I
r

!{
ff
-0

I!
1
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Name: Multiplication: 2-digit by 2-digit

Multipljcatjon

a. b. c.6 8 897 1

9 I 2 9 333x xu x

-1-}--

d. e,5 0 6 4 ,^'

1 2 4 7x x

i-

f. h.4 9. 95 8 0 7

3 8 2 38 0x x x

ssm

»HS

j. k.8 7 3 0 5 1i.

x 7 6 1 8 4 9x x
-——!•

J_..-...__.......

Super Teacher Worksheets - www.superteacherworksheets.com



Distributive Property Multiplication (A)
Use the distributive property as shown to find each product.

97x4 = 90x4 + 7x4 = 360+28 388

72x7 = _x7 + _x7 = 490+14 504

19x2 = _x2 + _x2 = + 38

23x9 = _x_ + x + 207

46x9 = _x_ + x +

15x2 = _x_ + x +

95x9 == _x_ + x +

55x7 = _x_ + x +

64 x4 = _ x _ + x +

43 x9 = _ x _ + x +

Math-Drills.Com
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Multiply in columns - 2 digit by 2 digit
Grade 4 Multiplication Worksheet

Find the product.

1- 35
x 97

2. 36
x 20

3. 29
x 64

4. 53
x 95

5. 71
x 74

6. 74
x 11

7. 19
x 77

8. 96
x 58

9. 68
x 17

Online reading & math for K-5 www.k51earnin9.com
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Multiply in columns " 1 digit by 4 digit
Grade 4 Multiplication Worksheet

Find the product.

1- 2,586
x 7

2. 3,556
x 6

3. 5,453
x 7

4. 3,237
x 7

5. 1,343
x 5

6. 5,647
x 7

7. 1,199
x 2

8. 7,675
x 2

9. 4,109
x 7

10. 9,479
x 1

11. 8,460
x 4

12. 1,201
x 5

13. 4,783
x 7

14. 7,195
x 4

15. 3.310
x 9

Online reading & math for K-5 www.k51earning.com



4-Digit by 1-Digit Division (A)
Name:

Calculate each quotient.

Date:

7J6812 3)5213 9}1662

2}5487 4)1361 7)8486

Math-Drills.com



4-Digit by 1-Digit Division [A) Answers
Name: Date:

Calculate each quotient.

973
7)6812
-63

51
-49

22
-21

1

1737
3)5213
-3
22

-21
11
-9
23

-21
2

184
9)1662

-9
76

-72
42

-36
6

2743
2)5487
-4
14

-14
08
-8
07
-6
1

340
4)1361
-12

16
-16

01

1212
7)8486
-7
14

-14
08
-7
16

-14
2

Math-DriIls.com



Name: Score:

-(Estimation; Nearest Thousand)- Sums: 51

Estimate the sum by rounding each addend to the nearest thousand.

D 4,372

+ 8,134

3) 31,816

+ 74,119

5) 19,702

+ 1,993

7) 2,809

+ 9,697

9) 54,814

+ 11,443

11) 1,271

+ 5,903

+

+

+

+

+

+

2) 5,401

+ 26,118

4) 6,791

+ 1,462

6) 96,304

+ 63,179

8) 8,625

+ 37,756

10) 7,748

+ 2,211

12) 18,337

+ 9/201

+

+

+

+

+

+



Name: Score:

Estimating Large Numbers
Sums: 51

Estimate the sum by rounding each addend to the nearest ten thousand.

D 62,914

+ 185,703 —> +

3) 439,072

+ 826,165 +

2) 97,256

+ 31,848 +

4) 753,581

+ 28,397 +

Estimate the sum by rounding each addend to the nearest hundred thousand.

1) 379,104

+ 526,918 —> +

3) 6,635,281

+ 253,535 +

2) 4,712,652

+ 7,408,379 +

4) 191,723

+ 8,944,926 +

Estimate the sum by rounding each addend to the nearest million.

D 2,195,734

+ 3,521,986 +

3) 91,382,158

+ 17,746,515 +

2) 8,937,429

+ 41,619,373 +

4) 59,463,841

+ 7,258,267 +



Saint Patrick's Day
Every year on March 1 7th we celebrate Saint Patrick's Day. Saint
Patrick's Day is an Irish holiday celebrated in many countries all over
the world to honor the patron saint of Ireland, Patrick.

Although no one is for sure, it is believed that Patrick lived between
the years 432 and 461. When he was sixteen years old, he was
kidnapped by pirates and taken from The Roman British Isles to
Ireland where he was sold as a slave. During this time he turned to
religion. After working as a shepherd for six years, Patrick escaped
and fled to France.

Fhere Patrick became a priest and decided to return to Ireland after
laving dreams of the Irish people asking him to come preach to
•hem. In Ireland he preached to many people and often used the
•hamrock, a 3-1eaf clover that is also Ireland's national flower, to
;tand for things he preached about. This is why shamrocks and the
:olor green are connected to St. Patrick's Day.

.egend has it that Patrick was also responsible for getting rid of all
he snakes in Ireland. The story says he stood on a hill and used a
vooden staff to drive'all the snakes into the sea and banish them
'om forever entering Ireland again. Although the legend may not
>e true, it is true that there are no snakes in Ireland.

Jfer thirty years of working as a missionary, Patrick died on March
7, 461. On March 17th, people all over the world honor him by
rearing green (you might get pinched if you don't!) and having
arades. St. Patrick's Day was first celebrated in the United States in
737. Today the largest St. Patrick's Day Parade is held in New York
:ity.

'hat will you do to celebrate St. Patrick's Day this year?
I

© Primary 3'unotion



Saint Patrick's Day Name
1. When is St. Patrick's Day celebrated?_

2. Why is this holiday celebrated?,

3. What happened to Patrick when he was sixteen?,

4. What happened after Patrick escaped from Ireland?

4. Why is the shamrock linked to St. Patrick's Day?

6. Explain the legend of Patrick and the snakes of Ireland.

7. Why was the date March 17 was chosen to celebrate St.
Patrick's Day?

8. How many years has The United States celebrated St.
Patrick's Day?,

9. Where is the largest St. Patrick's Day Parade held?_

10. What will you do to celebrate St. Patrick's Day this year?.

© Primary Junction
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Nonfiction: Biography

Dater7 NameBA

VI/arm-Up 2

wiwmiER
Can you imagine what it would be like not to be able to see or hear? When Helen Keller was 19
months old, she became very ill. Doctors expected her to die, but she survived. Helen's mother soon
noticed that Helen was not responding when the dinner bell rang or when she waved her hand in front
of Helen's face. It then became apparent that Helen's illness had left her blind and deaf. She was born
on June 27, 1880 in Alabama, where she lived with her fainily. She was frustrated and confused. She
didn't know what was going on in her world. Her parents knew that they needed help. They hired a
tutor for Helen. Her name was Anne Sullivan.

Success didn't happen right away. But one day at the water pump, a breakthrough happened. Anne
spelled the word water in Helen's hand. Helen began to catch on. Suddenly, her brain was on fire.
She reached down to touch the ground, and Anne spelled the word earth in her hand. She continued
pointing and learning. She learned to spell 30 words on that day.
By the age of 10, Helen had learned to speak by feeling her teacher's mouth when she talked. Some
people couldn't understand Helen, but she kept trying. She learned to read French, Gennan, Greek, and
Latin in Braille. Braille is a way for people who can't see to read. Raised dots are used to represent
letters and words. Soon Helen could read, write, and speak.
Helen Keller went on to give speeches all over the world. Most of the money she earned was given to
the American Foundation for the Blind. She met 12 U.S. presidents, wrote a dozen books, and went to
college. Helen Keller lived to be 87; She continues to inspire many people worldwide.

STOW QUESTIONS

/. Why was Helen Keller so successful in life?
a. People felt son'y for her and took pity on her.
b. She eventually got her vision and hearing back.
c. She learned to overcome obstacles and work hard.

d. She was able to meet 12 U.S. presidents and speak worldwide.

2. What can you learn about Anne Sullivan from reading this passage?
a. She traveled the world to give speeches.
b. She was diligent in her efforts with Helen Keller.
c. She was blind herself.

d. She was placed in an orphanage.

3. According to the passage, which of the following statements is true?
a. Helen Keller was unable to overcome great obstacles to do great things.
b. Helen Keller didn't have to work hard to succeed.
c. Helen's parents made the right choice in hiring Anne Sullivan.
d. Blind people can be taught how to read Braille, but not deaf people.
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Nonfiction: American History

Datev NameBA

W/arm-Up 2

SEGKEGAJION
In the 1950s, the South was very segregated. This meant that black and white people were not allowed
to do anything together. They weren't encouraged to interact together in any setting. It was a sad and
absurd time in the South.

Laws were in place that made blacks attend separate schools and separate churches. They were not
allowed to eat at the same restaurants as white people. They were not allowed to sit next to the whites
on the bus or the train. If there were not enough seats for whites, black people were required to give up
their seats.

In public places, the whites and blacks had separate drinking fountains. African-Americans were not
even allowed to vote. This had to stop. But changes came very slowly.
Many people helped bring about these changes. Jackie Robinson showed the world that black people
had great talent. Thurgood Marshall fought for equal education rights for children. Rosa Parks refused
to give up her seat on a bus. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. took the message to Washington, D.C. and
gave his famous speech. These and many more people helped bring about the much-needed changes.

STOW QUESTIONS

/. How does the author feel about segregation?
a. disgusted
b. amused

c. understanding
d. anxious

2. Which statement shows the author's opinion of segregation?
a. Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat on a bus.
b. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. took the message to Washington, D.C.
c. It was a sad time in the South.

d. But changes came very slowly.

3, The second and third paragraphs inform the reader about . . .
a. the discrimination against people living in the South.
b. the differences between the rich and the poor.
c. the discrimination between the immigrants and the slaves.
d. the discrimination against the blacks in the South.

4. Where would this information about segregation most likely be found?
a. in a book about the Revolutionary War
b. in a pamphlet about the president of the United States
c. on a website about the Civil War

d. on a website about civil rights
#3490 Daily Warm-Ups: Reading 42 ©Teacher Created Resources, Inc.



WHEN fh^DOOR OPENED...
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I+ was Friday night. I was sitting at the kitchen table (minding my own business) when a loud

knock sounded on our •front door. Dad was chopping tomato, tossing le+tuce and fiddling with
the vegetable peeler, so he didn't rush to answer the door. Instead, he tilted his head at me as
if +o say: Hey, Jackl You're almost fen. That's more than old enough to see who's 1-here.

Setting my book down, I walked up the corridor and jammed my eye to the peephole. I couldn't
see anyone standing on the porch. I frowned. Miss Lemons had taught us about stranger danger at school last
week and I must admit I was a little nervous that someone was out there, possibly hiding in the bushes with a
net, hoping to catch a small book-loving-almos-t--+en-year-old named Jack Evans.
"Who is i+?" yelled Dad.
"No one," I said, trotting quickly back to the kitchen to reclaim my book.
Knock, knock!

I nearly jumped clean out of my skin. Dad was now grating cheese, but he stopped and arched his left eyebrow
at me.

"Are you sure no one was there?"
Perhaps I shouldn't have been such a scaredy-cat. Maybe someone had^een there. Not everyone stood

perfectly in front of the peephole, right? I dropped my book for a second time and retraced my footsteps to
the front door. Taking a deep breath, I placed my fingers on the handle and pulled it open.
"Mom?"

Her car was parked in the driveway and the trunk was open. I glanced down at my feet. She had left a row of
shopping bags—bulging with fruit, vegetables and bread—on the ground, ready to be carried into the house.
"Didn't you hear me knock the -first time?" she grumbled. "Help me in wi+h these groceries."
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Answer the questions in complete senfences.
I) What was Dad doing when the knock sounded for the first time?

D

E
D

2) Why was Jack scared to open the door?

3) Why do you think Jack's mom knocked a few times?

4) Do you like helping your parents with grocery shopping? Why/Why not?
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THE Ma^ioBALLOON
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Lyanna dreamed of adventure. She was always getting in+o +rouble for sitting on the grass,
staring at the clouds passing by In the sky. According to her big sister, Danica, Lyanna should
have been doing something more productive with her time. That was easy for Danica to say.
Danica was a star athle+e. She broke the cross country record every year.

One day, Lyanna was outside, thinking that the shape of the clouds looked terribly like a ship
on the ocean, when she saw a little black speck in the distance. At first, she didn't pay it much heed, but the
speck grew larger and larger. It seemed +o be flying through the clouds! When it passed through the sail of
Lyanna's 'cloud ship', Its outline began to take shape. I+ was a hot air balloon, and if wasn't black at all. It was
red, blue, yellow and green with a brown woven basket hanging below.

"Lyanna!"

Lyanna tore her eyes from the balloon, only to see Danlca coming out of the house, hands on hips. Although that
kind of stance usually meant that she was In hot water, Lyanna +hough+ +ha+ the balloon would make her sister
forget about being angry.

"Look in the sky," said Lyanna. "Do you eee the hot air balloon?"
Danica glanced up. "What hot air balloon?"
"Can't you see it?" Lyanna was most alarmed. The balloon was so close that it cast a shadow on the lawn. A

few seconds later, it landed with a gentle bump in the middle of their backyard!
"Are you making up s+orlee again?" asked Danica.
Lyanna blinked. The sunlight blazed bright in her line of vision. Suddenly the world spun, and when Lyanna opened

her eyes, she was on her back on the grass, waking •from a dream. She sat up and looked up to the sky. There
was no hot air balloon, but the clouds were in the shape of a ship on the ocean.

Answer the questions In complete sentences.
1) What was Danlca good at?

2) What did the hot air balloon look like?

3) Why do you think Lyanna saw the hot air balloon, but Danica couldn't see it?

4) Do you like spending time outdoors? Why/Why not?
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THE 5we^mTLE SISTER
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Benji couldn't understand why there was such a big fuss when his sister was bom. People
would come over to the house in droves. They would pick Sammie up in their arms. They
would rock her back and forth until she went to sleep. Occasionally, they would glance at
Benji and make some kind remark, but it wasn't like it used to be. Although Benji
considered himself a pretty nice boy, he couldn't help being jealous of the "tittle bundle of
joy" who had taken all the at+ention away from him.

One af+emoon, Benji decided that he was going to take matters in+o his own hands. When no one was looking,
Benji went to •find Sammie. She was asleep. He decided that it was the perfect time to get rid of his annoying
little sister. He dragged her bed outside into the yard. He dragged it alt the way down to the back garden. But he
didn't stop there. He dragged Sammie's bed across the dirt and left It against the fence. Then, feeling quite
pleased wl+h himself, Benji walked back to the house. He'd already decided that he was going to pretend that
nothing had happened.

Of* course, everyone panicked when they discovered that Sammie was missing. Benji couldn't understand why
they were so worried. He walked back and forth in front of them, but it was useless. They didn't care about him.
They pushed him away. They kept calling out for Sammie as though Benji didn't even exist!

Finally, someone found Sammie. She was fine. She was scooped up into loving arms and cuddled until she was fast
asleep again! After they'd taken her back Into the house, Benji found that two pairs of accusing eyes were
focused on him.

"Naughty, Benji!" said Fred.
And Benji, the dog, was taken by the collar and +ied up outside. His little puppy sister, Sammle, got to sleep in

the laundry on her soft puppy bed.
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Answer the questions In complete sentences.
1) How did Benji feel after Sammie was bom?

D

D

D
2) What did Benji do to Sammie?

D
3) Why do you think people paid more attention to Sammie than Benji?

D
4) Did anything surprise you about this story? Why/Why not?
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Level £, Set 1

I A A

1. STATIC : MOVEMENT ::
certain : loss
extinct: life
bruised : damage
lively: warmth
Relationship/Type:

2. WAR : TRAGIC : :
dangerous: battle

(B) soldier: fearful
bank: large
expert: skilled
Relationship/Type:

3. COMEDY : AMUSE : :
clean : soap

ce : anger
tape : staple

© wrench : twist
Relationship/Type:

4. ZEALOUS : INTERESTED : :
® focused : obsessed
® gentle : kind
© famous: well-known

follower: rebellious
Relationsh'ip/Type:

5. STANZA : POEM : :
libra?/: catalog

(D compass rose : map
bolt: drill

© story: introduction
Relationship/Type:

Jama

Q1099=

Key Words Bridge Sentence:
Something stetic lacks movemenL

Answer Bridge Sentence:
Something _ lacks

Key Words Bridge Sentence:
A characteristic of war is that \i is tragic.

Answer Bridge Sentence:
A characteristic of (a/an)_
is that she is

Key Words Bridge Sentence:
The purpose of comedy i5 io amuse.

Answer Bridge Sentence:
The purpose of (a/an).
is to

Key Words Bridge Sentence:
A zealous person is very interested.

Answer Bridge Sentence:
A_ person is very

Key Words Bridge Sentence:
A stanza is a part of a poem.

Answer Bridge Sentence:
A(n) _ is a part of a

© Got to Teach LLC 2017 • www.GoffoTeach.com
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6. APPETIZER : DESSERT : :
after: before
dinner: lunch

© salty: sweet
small: large
Relationship/Type:

7. DETEST : LOVE : :
® explore : discover

elevate : drop
plenty : odd

© strange : organic
Relationsh'ip/Type:

8. ADJECTIVE : NOUN : :
® truthfully: stor/

parent: caring
run : quickly
vast: ocean
Relationship/Type:

9. FROG : AMPHIBIAN : :
® oxygen : gas

tadpole : egg
predator: hawk
brim : scarf
Relationship/Type:

10. WRITE: JOURNAL::
poem : rhymes
wait: line
bake : stove
draw: sketchbook
Relationship/Type:

M,lame,

Cla19S,

Key Words Bridge Sentence:
An appetizer is salty, and a dessert is sweet

Answer Bridge Sentence:
An appetizer is_, and a
dessert is __ _ _.

Key Words Bridge Sentence:
Detest is an antonym for love.

Answer Bridge Sentence:
is an antonym for

Key Words Bridge Sentence:
An adjective can be used to describe a noun.

Answer Bridge Sentence:
can be used to describe

a(n)_.

Key Words Bridge Sentence:
A frog is a type of amphibian.

Answer Bridge Sentence:
(A)• is a type of

Key Words Bridge Sentence:
You can write in a journal.

Answer Bridge Sentence:
You can_ _ in 3

© Got to Teach LLC 2017 • www.GotToTeach.com



From: 910 Word Analogies for Young Scholars by Margaret Whisnant

Analogies
Set 1

Choose the word that correctly completes each analogy and write it in the blank to the left.
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Example:

Wheel is to vehicle and hoof \s to animal.

machine vegetable animal foot

.1. Up is to down as back is to
side beneath front behind

_2. Small is to tiny as big is to
little huge strong wide

3. Ace is to card as poodle is to
sma// curly dog tail

_4. Glue is to adhere as crayon is to
color red paper wax

5. Book is to read as TV is to
picture commercial learn watch

6. Seven is to number as Y is to
X script letter write

7. Leaf is to tree as rose is to
bush thorns fragrance petal

_8. Poetry is to rhyme as music is to
voice tongue larynx melody

_9. Chocolate is to candy as apple is to
fruit red pie crunchy

,10. Chicken is to egg as sunflower is to
seed bloom plant sun

CapnWl o !»«'M.niM WN.mt



From: 910 Word Analogies for Young Scholars by Margaret Whisnant

I
11. Walk is to move as wish is to

receive care want magic

12. Curtain is to window as tablecloth is to
cover dinner material table

13. Snow is to winter as sunshine is to
warm summer vacation beach

.14. Paw is to dog as foot is to
shoe leg person toe

15. Curve is to road as knot it to
string cup wire hair

16. Lettuce is to salad as tomato is to
vegetable soup plant slice

17. Street is to drive as lake is to
surface aquatic sail dock

.18. Bell is to ring as whistle is to
referee sing blow call

.19. Five is to ten as twenty-five is to
fifty twenty fifty-five one hundred

20. Rise is to fall as sunrise is to
twilight daylight sunset morning

21. Mansion is to house as sandal is to
summer shoe strap Roman

22. Fur is to bear as scale is to
amphibian measure music fish

23. Bubble is to burst as volcano is to
lava erupt island earthquake

24. Hat is to head as roof is to
building shingles overhead leak

25. Ax is to chop as shovel is to
hole move dig hole

26. Sweet is to sour as work is to
salary job play accomplish

CopyrfOM 0 2007 M*»9W<Whfcn>nt



From: 910 Word Analogies for Young Scholars by Margaret Whisnanl

Analogies
Set 29—Animals and Plants—Doubles

Choose the set of words that correctly completes each analogy and write it in the blank to the left.

Example:

Rabbit: carrot:: bird : worm

fish ; water bird: worm
pig : pen fly: maggot

\•\

\.
'',

tK \
-^

Q >\( /Y,

(,
\

1. Whale : mammal::
ocean : sea shark: fish cat: dog large : giant

2. Mole : subterranean ::
monkey : arboreal tree : plant earthworm : tunnel

bat : cave

3. Owl : wise ::
bird : brain barn : mice fox: sly mouse : cat

4. Fish : school::
study: learn ocean : marine geese : gaggle calf: pup

5. Seed : tomato ::
shrub : root flower: fruit plant: vegetable acorn : tree

6. Bee : hive ::
groundhog : burrow deer: antler cattle : ranch

Insect: cocoon

_7. Nocturnal: opossum ::
night: day squirrel: rodent diurnal: eagle

s/eep; languish

_8. Redwood : giant::
plant: gargantuan bonsai: miniature

forest: arboretum sapling : sprout
9. Mistletoe : tree ::

bush : shrub winter: forest ivy: wall wool : sheep

10. Mouse : bones ::
insect: exoskeleton cat: fur worm : segment fish: scales

_11. Flora : violet::
sage : herb fauna : lizard spore: moss frog : amphibian

Copyright 0 2007 Miawol WNtn*n(



From: 910 Word Analogies for Young Scholars by Margaret Whisnant

.12. Sponge : animal ::
coral: colony starfish : fish algae: plant sea : salt

13. Deer : fawn ::
doe : buck joey : kit genetic: parent elephant : calf

.14. Pomegranate .-fruit::
bok choy : vegetable kale : lettuce vitamin : vegetable

tropical: vine

_15. Cougar: puma ::
cat: mountain panther: tiger Big Foot: Sasquatch

Yeti: Nepal

_16. Wild: elk:: ,
domesticated : horse moose : roam donkey : burro

wilderness: civilization

17. Conifer : terrestrial::
pine : cone seed : earth clam : aquatic shell : animal

18. Dinosaur : extinct:: .
cheetah : endangered T-Rex : fossil eagle : environment

Passenger Pigeon : protected

19. Cat: claws ::
feline : scratch defense : beak eagle: talons dog : bark

_20. Giraffe : Africa :: _.
lion : plains bear: Arctic platypus : marsupial

penguin Antarctica

21. Root:anchor :: _.
tendril: grasp vine : ivy feed : nutrient plant : ship

_22. Wheat: goldenrod ::
bread : flower crop : weed cultivated : garden spring : fall

23. Wolf: carnivorous ::
cow : herbivorous predator: animal wild domesticated

danger: prey

_24. Lavender: fragrance ::
scent: pleasant purple : plant garlic: odor potpourri : herb

25. Zebra : stripes ::
parrot: talk giraffe : neck leopard : spots owl : hoot

_26. Cockroach : pest
spider: danger puppy : pet lady bug : garden bird: egg

C<wriBht 0 2007 Mwgaft WWawl



Name: Date:

Analogies

An analogy is a way of comparing two things that are alike in some way.
• Example: Kitten is to cat as puppy \s to c^o^

(A kitten is a baby cat and a puppy is a baby dog.)

Directions: Complete each analogy using a word from the word box.
teeth
cut

fryit
sleep

school

So
bird
moon

I. Plus is to add as minus is to

2.. 3 sides are to triangle as 4 sides are to

3. Day is to sun as night is to

4. Pencil is to write as scissors is to

5. Comb is to hair as toothbrysh is to

6. Carrot is to vegetable as orange is to

7. Red is to stop as green is to

8. Girl is to mother as boy is to

9. Fin is to fish as wing is to

(0. Chair is to sit as bed is to

(1. Doctor is to hospital as teacher is to

father
red
subtract
square

(2.. Banana is to yellow as tomato is to
©vnt20H
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Cotntnds in d 8etv!es

W2ien a. sentence 2ias a hs\j of more than 5 things you must
InoMde a comma bet-ween eaoii item.

yor E^-&mP2e:

Sandra boug2it oranges, peppers, and tooth.Pasfce at t-h.e
store.

E<ii+ the sehfehoes helow (sobie tn43 ho'}' hee^ -i-o he -f!xe<i!):

^rendc! liked to r^ead write dnci drdw.

Gcirs trucks bikes and soooters wefe in the pci^kin^ lot.
I

Schools were closecl beoctuse o-f the snow ctnd ioe.

^dncincts cipples dncl o^ctn^es dr'e good for^ you'

We sdw ^octts pi^s oows cind clucks dt the fci^m.

Cdfoline wcinted to see The Le^o Movie ^\g He^o 6 dnci Frozen.

Lizzie bought goldfish cinci sndkes dt the pet sfor^e.

Now, w-M+e +wo seh+ehoes o-f ^oUt1 owh •{•h4-f' ihoIUcfe 5 oh tnohe
{•i-etns ih 4 series.

1.

2..
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%1.English Unite

Basic coordinoi+ino conjunc+ions

cind or

but so
>

Complete the sentence with the correct conjunction:

1. She says that she loves her dog, _she never
plays with it.

2. You must study for the test,_ you will fail.
3. Mom said we must wash the dishes _ clean

our rooms.

4. Would you like apples, _do you prefer
bananas?

I feel sick, _ I can still work.5.

6.

7.

I am a vegetarian/

I was shopping all day,
to do my homework.

don't eat any meat.

I did not have time

8. I like to eat healthy,

9. I was late for school,
stay after class.

10. He took me to the shop,
dress.

I find it very difficult.

my teacher made me

_boughf me Q new

© www.englishunite.com



^1English Unite

coord;nci+in9 conjunc+ions 2

and or for

nor yet
but

so

/

0
0

0 0

A 0

Complete the sentence with the correct conjunction:

1. I know the answer, _ I can't tell you.

2. Should we go by train, _ take the bus?

3.

4.

5.

6.

I am allergic to cats,

She did not study,

have two of them.

I will be late for the party,
dinner with my parents first.

Can you stay here

she failed the test.

I will be having

7. She does not tike apples,
oranges.

8, He has a small house,

wait for him?

does she like

9. You can pay with cash,
credit card.

10. He was driving too fast,

11. We bathed the dog/
clean.

12. He was supposed to study,
games instead.

it feels very spacious.

you can use your

he missed the turn.

we could not get him

he played

© www.englishunite.com



Name_ Date.

Flag Day is an American holiday celebrated on June'~l4th. The first
Flag Day was started by a schoolteacher in 1885. He wanted his
students to learn more about the importance and meaning oF the
American flag. He chose June 14th because this was the day in 1777
when the Stars and Stripes became the ofPicial Flag of the United
States. At that time, the flag had thirteen stars and stripes.

Many people will Ply their American Flag on this day. It is important
to always show respect Pop the Flag and know the ppopep w^y to handle
it. For example, the flag should never touch the ground on be worn as
clothing. When the Amepican flag is flown with other flags, it should
always be higher than the others. On some days, such as Memorial Day,
you nnay see the Flag Flown at halF staPF. This means the flag is flown
lower on the pole when there has been a death op tragedy. Finally,
when a Flag is too old and worn to Ply anymore, it should be burned in a
respectable and proper way.

I. How is the Flag today diPPerent From the flag in 1777? _„———-

Z Why do you think the flag is burned when it can no longer be used?

3. What does ^a/Ps^uPFmean? _____________„__„______

©ACtassToomforAISeasonsSOB
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Do you like popsicles? Did you know they were invented by
a kid? Not only were they invented by a kid, but it happened b\

accident! One night in N05, an II year old boy Prom CaliPomia named
Frank Epperson made a drink Pop himselp by stimng some soda powder
with a cup of water. Later, he tept the drink outside and went to bed.

With the stick still inside the cup, the drink froze during the cold night.
When Fmnk woke up, he had a Frozen drink on a stick!

Frank continued to make them POP others and later start'ed selling

them. He called them epsicles. Later, his own children changed the name

to popsicles. As you know, popsicles are still very populap today. The

chemy popsicle, the most popular Ftavop, even has its own day. August

26th is National Cherry Popsicle Day.

I. What did Frank do bePore he went to bed that cold night?

Z Why is the popsicle called an "accidental invention"?

3. More than 100 years later, popsicle are still popular. Why do you think

they are such a popular Food? _„„„

©ACIass-oomfoTAISeasons2015
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NWe know that summer is almost here when we start to heap
those buzzing bees. Although many people are aPraid op bees, they are
very important to have around. Without them, we would not have honey
and there would be less ppuit and vegetable plants Pop us to eat.

In the W3pm weather, we see bees Flying among the Ploweps looking
Pop Pood. They are collecting nectar and spreading pollen. Nectar is a sweet-,
sticky liquid that bees use to make honey. Pollen is a powder made by
some plants. As bees carry pollen Prom one Plowento another, seeds
begin to grow. This is called pollination. When a bee Finds nectar op pollen,
it does a dance Pop the other bees to let" them know where to Find the
Pood.

As Pop those stinging bees, only Female bees have stingers. They usually
sting when they are trying to protect thennselves OP theip hive. The most
common bee, the honeybee, dies soon after stinging. That is because the
stinger, which is attached to the bee's abdomen, gets pulled out op the
bee's body after get-ting stuck in the victim's skin.

I. Why are bees important insects? —_-.___„______————

Z. What is po//nc?/7orf? __-.—___„_______-_______—-

3. What happens to a honeybee aPter 'rt- stings? _-__.

©ACbssroomfoTAISeasons2015



r Name Date_

m ^C^eat White Sharks
One op the most Feared animals in the world is the

shark and the shark most people are aPraid of is the great white
shark. It gets 'ri-s name Prom rt-s white belly. The top op the great
white is gray which helps ri- blend in with the pocky bottom oP the
ocean. Although some Pish are bigger, like the whale shark. the great
white can grow up to 20 Feet long. Unlike the calm, slow whale shark
that Feeds on tiny Pish and plants, the great white is speedy and
aggressive. A great white's prey includes sea lions, seals, sea turt-les
and pays. They use the'r razor sharp teeth, not to chew, but to pip
their prey into small pieces. They have hundreds op teeth that can
grow up to three inches long. The great white does not have many
ppedatops in the ocean except Pop opcas and larger sharks. Humans,
however, are rhs biggest threat. Sharks oPten get caught in Fishing
nets or humans kill them For their Pins OP teeth.

I. How do great white sharks hide From ppedators? -.___„_—______

2. Name one way a great white is diPPenent Prom a whale shark.

3. How are humans harmful to great white sharks? ____.
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Name: „„„———__—„—_-. Date:

Synonym/Antonym

Benefit/help

Patnot/hate

lack/enough

utter/quiet

Simile/mefaphor

She was as busy as a bee.

Her eyes ere grapes.

Genre

A book written about a person's life

Common/Proper nouns

Patriot .„„__„-——
United States of
America—_-_—_—
Sufficient __——__„-

Past, Present, Future Verb Tenses

Matt will go racing on SatuTday.

Yesterday was the best Urthday
ever! _______
We are reading OUT favcriTe books.

Prefix/Suffix

What does the word reuse" mean?

Adjectives- circle the adjective in
the sentence

The enormous ptzza was ready h five
mhutes.

Subject/Predicate- circle the
subject, underline the predicate

My mother is ciismayed h my grades
this marking period.

The snow turned to hail after Two
hours.

She uttered her cnswer loud and
proud.

• Vocabulcry words used from Wordly \Mse BOOK 4 Lesson I


